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A B S T R A C T

In the last half-century, the way we interact with digital information has diverged drasti-
cally. The history of human computer-interaction (HCI) started by interfaces based on me-
chanical switches, punch cards, or texts (also known as character user interfaces, CUIs), with
which only specialized technicians could solve mathematical problems such as ballistic cal-
culation of missiles. Then the personal use of the computer gradually became accessible to
non-professional users, thanks to the invention of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and intu-
itive hardware such as a mouse. After the touch interfaces became pervasive, more and more
people started to interact with computers in more intuitive ways with smartphones.

From this tendency, I speculate that as the number of interfaces increases around our daily ob-
jects and environments, interaction techniques will become more physical rather than digital,
and absolutely, materials can directly and intellectually interact with humans. I believe this
direction corresponds with the vision of ubiquitous computing, in which the interfaces weave
themselves into our everyday life and disappear.

Standing on the idea of current shape-changing interfaces, I foresee the future where humans
do not always interact with conventional computer interfaces, but also with the materials and
objects around our living environment, via the physical properties of them, which I call as
“human-material interaction (HMI).”

Especially, the research motivation of this thesis is to impart shape-changing interfaces the
dynamic ability to leverage multiple “phases” of materials (i.e., solid, liquid, gas, and vis-
coelastic solid-liquid states), that is, two types of “phase-changing interfaces” as embodiment
of human-material interaction in order to extend the current design space of interaction that is
typically limited within a single phase of the material. The first project was Liquid Pouch Mo-
tors, the novel actuation mechanism using liquid-to-gas phase change of the low boiling point
liquid. We investigated basic motion, mathematical analysis, fabrication method, mechanical
evaluation, and four applications leveraging large expansion and actuation of phase change



activated diverse heat source. The second project was Self-healing UI, the soft-bodied user
interfaces made from self-healing materials that can restore mechanical and electrical integrity
repeatedly just by making a physical connection. By tuning the rheological property of the self-
healing materials, the interface device demonstrates unique properties of solid, solid-liquid,
and liquid phases at the same time. We showed material preparation and device fabrication,
as well as primitive sensing structures and design space with corresponding applications.

I believe human-material interaction and phase-changing interfaces proposed in this thesis
will enrich and enlarge how we interact with our surrounding objects and environments in
more diverse yet intuitive ways.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 research question

In the last half-century, the way we interact with digital information has diverged drastically. The his-

tory of human computer-interaction (HCI) started by interfaces based on mechanical switches, punch

cards, or texts (also known as character user interfaces, CUIs), with which only specialized techni-

cians could solve mathematical problems such as ballistic calculation of missiles. Then the personal

use of the computer gradually became accessible to non-professional users, thanks to the invention of

graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and intuitive hardware such as a mouse. After the touch interfaces

became pervasive, more and more people started to interact with computers in more intuitive ways

with smartphones.

From this tendency, I speculate that as the number of interfaces increases around our daily objects and

environments, interaction techniques will become more physical rather than digital, and absolutely,

materials can directly and intellectually interact with humans. I believe this direction corresponds with

the vision of ubiquitous computing, in which the interfaces weave themselves into our everyday life

and disappear.

Standing on the idea of current shape-changing interfaces, I foresee the future where humans do not

always interact with conventional computer interfaces, but also with the materials and objects around

our living environment, via the physical properties of them, which I call as “human-material interaction

(HMI).” Especially, the research motivation of this thesis is to impart shape-changing interfaces the

dynamic ability to leverage multiple “phases” of materials (i.e., solid, liquid, gas, and viscoelastic solid-

liquid states), as one embodiment of human-material interaction in order to extend the current design

space of interaction that is typically limited within a single phase of the material.

Therefore, the research questions of this thesis are summarized as shown below:

1. What is human-material interaction (HMI)? What is the relationship between HCI and HMI? How

can we leverage human-material interaction?

2. As one embodiment of HMI, how can we fabricate and make use of phase-changing interfaces?
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introduction 1.2 background context

1.2 background context

1.2.1 Human-computer Interaction – Transition from Digital to Physical

In the history of computer science, human beings – living in the physical world – and computers –

existing in the digital world – have been mediated via the system called interfaces, as shown in Figure 1.

One of the oldest styles of them is character user interfaces (CUIs), where the digital bits of computers

are translated from/into human languages and only a limited number of professional people have

access to them. Next, as computers prevail for personal use, the majority of interfaces changed into

graphical user interfaces (GUIs), where the digital information is presented as 2D shapes of icons,

pointers, and drawings. After the invention of smartphones, then, the touch interfaces turned out to be

a pervasive way to communicate with computers through haptic feedback.

Although there is no hierarchy among these types of interfaces and different interfaces still have their

own niches depending on the use of the computers, it is not too much to say that the more pervasive
interfaces have the more physical ways of interaction for humans; languages for CUIs are more logical

and conceptual, while shape or touch is much more close to our primitive experiences. As the interfaces

evolve more and more, the way we interact with computers can absolutely become identical with the

way we interact with objects in our daily, thus the physical world.

The starting point of my research lies in the question “how can human-computer interaction get more

close from the digital world to the physical world? What will it be like?”

Figure 1: The history of pervasive interfaces. The way we interact with digital information is getting closer to the
physical world, from languages to shapes to haptics.
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introduction 1.2 background context

Figure 2: The vision of Radical Atoms [27]. The iceberg floats in the digital ocean, and is gradually pulled up to
the side of the physical world. ©2012 ACM. Reprinted by permission.

As another type of analogy, Ishii et al. drew the relationship between the digital world and the physical

world using the iceberg floating in the ocean [27]. In the GUIs, the iceberg completely sinks in the digital

ocean, and humans cannot touch it from the physical world. In the case of tangible user interfaces

(TUIs), users can touch the surface of the iceberg and change the digital information from the physical

world. In the case of the Radical Atoms, then, the iceberg almost pops out of the ocean and users can

grasp or knead the interfaces. This drawing also shows that human-computer interaction can potentially

get closer to the physical side.

In this vision, however, the entity of interaction (the iceberg) is still strongly related to the digital world.

My question here is “can physical objects distinct from the digital world interact with humans, when

they are pulled completely up from the digital ocean?”

1.2.2 Shape-changing Interfaces

Recently, the researchers in HCI have been working on the domain called shape-changing interfaces, the

interfaces that interact with humans through shape change of physical objects. Here, I will categorize

the collection of these works by the “phases” of the materials (e.g., solid, solid-liquid, liquid, and gas)

composing each interface, and thereby clarify that the shape-changing interfaces make more use of
the material property of the objects for human interaction, rather than the computer control behind
them.
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introduction 1.2 background context

1.2.2.1 Solid shape-changing interfaces

Solid shape-changing interfaces are one of the most intensely investigated systems in HCI. They re-

configure the relative position of many stiff objects (such as pins or voxels) to render multiple shapes,

which in general result in precise, fast, and reproducible motion. Figure 3 shows the examples of solid

shape-changing interfaces reconfiguring their shape.

Figure 3: Examples of solid shape-changing interfaces. Each picture shows 1D [54], 2D [20], and 3D [75] reconfig-
uration. Publication rights of these figures are reserved by the authors of "LineFORM", "inFORM", and
"Dynablock" by Nakagaki et al., Follmer and Leithinger et al., and Suzuki et al., respectively. Reprinted
from [54][20][75], permitted by the authors of each project.

1.2.2.2 Solid-liquid shape-changing interfaces

Solid-liquid materials like silicone rubbers and dough retain viscoelastic property; by tuning their

property the interfaces can demonstrate large transformation or comfortable conformation to the skin

or other objects thanks to their flexible and elastomeric nature, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Examples of solid-liquid shape-changing interfaces. Each picture shows dynamic transformation [94]
and smooth conformation to human skin [86]. Publication rights of these figures are reserved by the
authors of “PneUI” and “iSkin” by Yao et al. and Weigel et al., respectively. Reprinted from [94][86],
permitted by the authors of each project.
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introduction 1.2 background context

1.2.2.3 Liquid shape-changing interfaces

Although there are fewer reports compared to the two phases mentioned above, liquid shape-changing

interfaces also exist as shown in Figure 5. For example, Programmable blobs [82] used magnetic fluid

to display information breakable and healable. Also, a bubble display iteratively generates and breaks

bubbles for a rewritable ambient display [24]. Programmable Droplets [80] controls the shape, number,

and position of liquid metal or aqueous solutions by an electric field. In the video scenario, this showed

that two droplets with different colors fused into a single droplet with a new color.

Figure 5: Examples of liquid shape-changing interfaces. Each picture shows two droplets made from the same
material heal and break [82] and two droplets with different colors fuse into a new color [80]. Publica-
tion rights of these figures are reserved by the authors of “Programmable Blobs” and “Programmable
Droplets for Interaction” by Wakita et al. and Umapathi et al., respectively. Reprinted from [82][80],
permitted by the authors of each project.

From these examples, I can say that many ways of interaction by shape-changing interfaces (i.e., re-

configure, transform, conform, heal, fuse, etc) are mainly enabled by the material phases, rather than

the computer controlling the objects. This finding that the material property can potentially dominate

interaction led to my proposal “human-material interaction” and “phase-changing interfaces” that I

will explain in detail in the next chapter.

1.2.3 Imaginary Interfaces with Invisible Computers

As one of the ultimate goals of the way we interact with computers, researchers envisioned the com-

puter “invisible” from users. Here I introduce two classic ideas.

1.2.3.1 Ubiquitous computing

Tracing back to the notion of ubiquitous computing proposed in 1999 [88], Mark Weiser mentioned:

The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the

fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.
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introduction 1.2 background context

Figure 6: Perfect Red [8, 27]. Here, clay made from an “imaginary” material can not only change digital infor-
mation physically, but more importantly, change its physical shape digitally. Source from [27]. ©2012
ACM. Reprinted by permission.

In this regard, the ultimate interfaces may hide or delete the existence of computers so that the daily

objects pervasive around us can interact with humans without any intervention.

1.2.3.2 Perfect Red

Another imaginary vision of future interaction I refer to is called Perfect Red, proposed by Ishii et al.

in 2012 [8, 27] (Figure 6). In this vision, for example, the user can tear off an imaginary clay and roll a

ball on his/her palm. Then, the clay “reads” the user’s intention and becomes a “perfect” sphere. The

vision video [8] also shows this imaginary clay pieces can be perfectly cut, dug, or joined as if they

were in the digital world.
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introduction 1.3 thesis contribution and overview

What is interesting in this vision is that the imaginary clay acts as a digital object (e.g., perfectly cut

or healed on users’ demands), but it is actually in the physical world and there is no visible computer

connected to it. As I will explain in more detail in the next chapter, this imaginary interaction can now

partly be achieved using the specific materials property and the computational fabrication technique

developed in this decade.

1.2.4 Conclusions of Backgrounds

In this section, I visited the history of interfaces, originally mediated by languages in CUIs to more

physical forms like shape in GUIs or touch in touch interfaces with the remark that the pervasive

interfaces tend to have more physical ways of interaction. I also introduced the recent research domain

of shape-changing interfaces and noted that the material properties of such interfaces affect the way

we interact with them. Finally, the vision of ubiquitous computing and perfect red imply that future

interfaces will be more pervasive to our everyday objects and environments and ultimately become

indistinguishable with non-interactive objects.

Standing on this background context, from the next chapter, I will propose the notion of human-

material interaction in which objects interacts with humans via the properties of the materials com-

posing the objects. In this notion, the computer does not necessarily show up as an indispensable entity

of human interaction. Also, as one embodiment of human-material interaction, I will propose phase-

changing interfaces that can utilize phase change as a material property and show novel interaction

unable to achieve with conventional shape-changing interfaces restricted to a certain static phase of the

material.

1.3 thesis contribution and overview

1.3.1 Contribution

In this thesis, the main contribution is as follows:

1. I proposed phase-changing interfaces that leverage multiple materials phases for interaction.

2. I proposed human-material interaction and described the difference between conventional human-

computer interaction and hardware user interfaces through both high-level descriptions and two

project examples.

3. I and coauthors proposed Liquid Pouch Motors that change their shape via liquid-to-gas phase

change and described its basic motion, mathematical analysis, fabrication methods, mechanical

evaluation, and four distinctive applications.
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introduction 1.3 thesis contribution and overview

4. I and coauthors proposed Self-healing UI that works as if they were solid, solid-liquid, and liq-

uid at the same time due to the intrinsic property of the self-healing material we used. We dis-

cussed the material preparation of the materials, device fabrication, mechanical/electrical evalu-

ation along with its healing property, sensing primitives, and five applications based on design

space that conventional shape-changing interfaces partly and individually achieved.

More visually, my contribution is summarized in Figure 7. I proposed two interfaces: (1) phase-switching

interfaces that toggle between two phases on demand and (2) Phase-transcendent interfaces that work

as if they are in multiple phases at the same time. These interfaces were implemented and confirmed

through two projects of Liquid Pouch Motors and Self-healing UI, respectively. The relationship be-

tween these two research projects and conventional shape-changing interfaces is summarized in Fig-

ure 8.

1.3.2 Statement of Multiple Authorship

Seven projects are included in this thesis: Liquid Pouch Motors [P1], the electric phase-change actuator

[P3], Papilion [P8], A LIVE UN LIVE [P9], Laser Pouch Motors [P2], SWCNTs-PBS elastomeric con-

ductor [under submission], and Self-healing UI [P4]. These projects were done by a collaborative effort

involving many individuals at The University of Tokyo, Keio University, Carnegie Mellon University,

and ANREALAGE Inc. Therefore, I will partly use “we” in this thesis regarding the related chapters

and sections.

1. Liquid Pouch Motors. I was in charge of ideation, writing, mechanical experiments, mathematical

calculation and photo/video shooting as a first author [P1, P6, A3, A4, A5]. The application section of

this journal publication overlaps with the project related to Liquid Pouch Motors below.

2. Electric phase-change actuator. I was in charge of story writing, experimental support, a few applica-

tion productions, and photo/video shooting as a 2nd author [P3], while the main body of experiments

and mathematical analysis were done by Kenichi Nakahara as a 1st author.

3. Papilion. I was in charge of the production of large numbers of Liquid Pouch Motors, construction,

ideation, and exhibition as a 3rd contributor [P8], while the whole project was mainly led by Hiroki

Sato.

4. A LIVE UN LIVE. I was in charge of ideation and technical support for ANREALGE [P9], while the

project was mainly led by Kunihiro Morinaga, and the motors were implemented by Hiroki Sato and

Dr. Tomohiro Akagawa.
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introduction 1.3 thesis contribution and overview

Figure 7: Summary of contribution in this thesis. Two types of interfaces were proposed that range from solid,
solid-liquid, liquid, and gas all of which are the material phases we usually observe in our lives: (1)
Phase-switching interfaces that toggle between two phases on demand, through the project Liquid
Pouch Motors and (2) Phase-transcendent interfaces that work as if they are in multiple phases at the
same time, through the project Self-healing UI.

Figure 8: Relationship between our projects and conventional shape-changing interfaces. Liquid Pouch Motors
bridge liquid and gas, while Self-healing UI covers the design space of solid, solid-liquid, and liquid
shape-changing interfaces. Figures of related work were reprinted from [20],[94],[89],[82],[80], permitted
by the authors (from left to right).
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introduction 1.3 thesis contribution and overview

5. Laser Pouch Motors. I was in charge of ideation, writing, and experimental support as one of three

co-1st authors [P2], while projector control was done by Takefumi Hiraki and the main body of the

experiments was done by Kenichi Nakahara, the other co-1st authors.

6. SWCNTs-PBS elastomeric conductor. I was in charge of implementation and writing applications,

macroscopic time-lapse imaging, and photo/video shooting as a 2nd author [under submission], while

preparation of materials and evaluation was mainly done by Siyuan Liu.

7. Self-healing UI. I was in charge of ideation, material preparation, writing, development of sensing

primitives, photo/video shooting, and application design and implementation as one of two co-1st

authors [P4, P5, P7, A5, A6], while four applications were mainly implemented by Fang Qin, the other

co-1st author.

1.3.3 Overview of This Thesis

This thesis is comprised of five chapters and one Appendix chapter followed by reference and the

publication list.

In Chapter 1, I introduced research questions for this thesis, background contexts of HCI as a starting

point of my proposal for this thesis. I also clarified the contribution of this thesis and my contribution

to each project.

In Chapter 2, I defined, explained, and exemplified the concept of human-material interaction (HMI). I

also introduced phase-changing interphases as one type of embodiment of HMI, which is followed by

two implementations of phase-changing interfaces, Liquid Pouch Motors and Self-healing UI, from the

next chapters.

In Chapter 3, first I explained the basic mechanism, fabrication, and mechanical evaluation of Liquid

Pouch Motors as an example of phase-changing interfaces. Next, I demonstrated four applications of

Liquid Pouch Motors: electric phase-change actuator, Papilion, A LIVE UN LIVE, and Laser Pouch

Motors.

In Chapter 4, first I explained the SWCNTs aerogel-PBS project that is about developing elastomeric

and conductive self-healing polymer in the context of materials science. Next, we applied the knowl-

edge and experience we derived from the SWCNTs-PBS project to user interfaces. In order to explore

more about fabrication and design space aspects, we changed the material from high performance yet

expensive and time-consuming SWCNTs aerogel-PBS into lower performance yet cheaper and faster-

to-prepare MWCNTs dispersion-PBS. Therefore, we described the preparation and fabrication for Self-

healing UI again, as well as sensing primitives, design space, and applications.
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introduction 1.3 thesis contribution and overview

In Chapter 5, I revisited two projects introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and reorganized the

projects with the vision firstly described in Chapter 1. This thesis was finally concluded with open

questions and future direction left undone for human-material interaction.
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2
H U M A N - M AT E R I A L I N T E R A C T I O N & P H A S E - C H A N G I N G I N T E R FA C E S

In this chapter, I will define, explain, and exemplify the concept of human-material interaction and

phase-changing interfaces that two research projects Liquid Pouch Motors (Chapter 3) and Self-healing

UI (Chapter 4) share in common.

2.1 human-material interaction

2.1.1 Definition

Definition 1. Human-material interaction is the interaction between humans and objects mediated by the phys-
ical properties of materials that compose the objects. The interface function is encoded in the material properties
by means of computational fabrication and/or functional materials in a tunable way.

This definition suggests that the computer does not always show up as an indispensable entity of

interaction. Instead, human-material interaction directly leverages the physical property of the mate-

rials for interaction. In Figure 9 and Figure 10, I visually compared human-computer interaction and

human-material interaction.

2.1.2 Enabling Techniques

From the definition above, human-material interaction apparently seems more naive and easier than

conventional human-computer interaction. However, I note that recent development of two techniques –

computational fabrication and functional materials – has highly contributed to achieving this seemingly

primitive interaction:

2.1.2.1 Computational Fabrication

Computational fabrication is the technique that can precisely add, cut, subtract, or transform the ma-

terials according to the computer-aided design, which was democratized in this decade by the digital

fabrication tools such as a 3D printer, a laser cutter, a CNC machine, and so on. The spread of computa-
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Figure 9: Human-computer interaction. User interfaces work as a translator between humans in the physical
world and computers in the digital world. In this relationship, humans, interfaces, and computers exist
almost independently. We can customize the function of interfaces extrinsically by programming.

Figure 10: Human-material interaction. The material properties work as an input/output function between hu-
mans and the materials, both of which are in the physical world. In this relationship, the materials and
their properties are strongly connected with each other. We can customize the function of materials’
intrinsic properties by computational fabrication and/or functional materials.
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tional fabrication has drastically lowered the obstacles for researchers to shape the objects and embed

the material property only in the local region of the target.

2.1.2.2 Functional Materials

Functional materials are the specific types of materials that can be designed to be dynamic in terms of

form and functions, recently drawing the attention of HCI researchers. For example, there are materials

called thermochromic and photochromic inks that can change their color responding to heat and light,

respectively (c.f., both are easily available on the market these days). Or, there is a programmable

transparency-changing material used in HCI [42, 70]. Also, there are some stiffness-changing materials

using jamming transition [25, 42] or heat-responsive materials [53]. As shown in the previous chapter,

shape change by the material property is also investigated in HCI. Especially, self-assembly of 2D sheets

into 3D shapes is called 4D printing [4].

N.b., Many of the projects cited here use a computer to control the input stimuli. However, the main

body of interaction proposed in such projects is typically allowed by the material properties and the

computers only act as a “switch,” contributing less than the materials themselves.

2.1.3 Recent Examples

Here I introduce the recent examples of human-material interaction. The first one is GelTouch [53],

which achieves the interaction of stiffness-changing physical buttons by the heat-responsive property

of the material. Another example is Metamaterial Mechanisms [26], which controls the kinesthetic feed-

back of the rotational structure, by controlling the density of materials by 3D printing. Morphlour

changes the shape of boiled or baked food, by locally distributing the hydration/dehydration property

of flour by computationally controlled stripe patterns [77]. Organic Primitives [29] controls their color,

odor, and shape through pH-sensitive reactions of food-grade anthocyanin, vanillin, and chitosan, re-

spectively. Kirigami Haptic Swatches [13] achieves the variable force-displacement properties of the

haptic structure made from paper by computationally deciding the kirigami patterns.

I emphasize that all the examples except for GelTouch are even not connected to computers, yet still

achieve interaction between humans and objects via the material properties. The interaction is em-

bedded into daily objects like buttons, food, or the 3D printed thermoplastic through computational

fabrication or functional materials, as defined above.
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2.1.4 Design Space

To clarify the design space of human-material interaction, I compare it with the conventional approach

of “human-device interaction,” in which the interaction is achieved by assembling the pre-made com-

ponents.

Figure 11 shows two types of the hierarchy of interaction, one for human-device interaction and the

other for human-material interaction. The top priority is what kind of interaction it can afford. Interac-

tion is constrained by devices that are made of/from some components or materials.

In this sense, the tunable properties of human-device interaction are determined at the level of devices,

through changing mechanical or electrical parameters. When investigating human-device interaction,

researchers typically do not have to care much about the components’ fabrication process or small

discrepancy on material properties, and they are allowed to focus more on computational control of

the interaction.

On the other hand, human-material interaction considers the design parameter at the lower level of

materials, where tunable parameters are more chemical and rheological as well as mechanical and

electrical. When considering the material interaction, researchers can make use of the diverse physical

properties conventionally hard to get.

Figure 11: Human-device interaction (left) and human-material interaction (right). In human-device interaction,
the design parameters lie at the level of devices, that are mainly on mechanical or electrical properties.
On the other hand, in human-material interaction, the design parameters lie at the lower level of
materials, which are mainly on chemical, rheological, or other physical properties.

For reference, I summarized the example space of human-material interaction I introduced above in

Table 1. Please note that the material with tunable mechanical, electrical, chemical, and rheological

properties varies in the field of materials science, so this table is much smaller than the complete set of

what we can achieve with the current technical limitation of materials.
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Table 1: Example space of human-material interaction

Tunable parameter Category Project

Stiffness Mechanical GelTouch [53], Self-healing UI [this thesis]

Motion Mechanical Metamaterial Mechanisms [26], Kirigami Haptic Swatches [13]

Shape Mechanical Thermorph [4], Morphlour [77]

Conductivity Electrical Self-healing UI [this thesis]

Color Chemical Squama [70], Organic Primitives [29]

Odor Chemical Organic Primitives [29]

Phase Rheological Liquid Pouch Motors, Self-healing UI [this thesis]

2.1.5 Niche

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, human-computer interaction and human-material interaction

have their own pros and cons and therefore have different niches to work at. Table 2 shows the qual-

itative comparison of two interaction techniques. First, bits are in the digital world yet atoms are in

the physical world, and thus HCI can extrinsically be modified, while HMI has embedded intrinsic

properties. As the number of interfaces increases, they tend to be collective, connected to the network

or power in the case of HCI, while each entity tends to be ambient and autonomous in case of HMI.

Many of HCI are implemented into the screen or the device, while HMI can be implemented into daily

objects. As for the speed and power, HCI is superior to HMI.

Therefore, I claim that HMI is more suitable for the context of ubiquitous computing rather than cen-

tralized or personal computing. HMI aims at working in an ambient and calm way, embedded into our

daily objects and environments, such as shelter, clothe, food, and etc. On the other hand, conventional

HCI largely dominates in terms of customizability, computing speed, and power.

2.2 phase-changing interfaces

In this thesis, I investigated the phase change of materials for the target tunable property of human-

material interaction, and proposed two types of phase-changing interfaces. As I previously showed in

Figure 7 and Figure 8, I demonstrated (1) Liquid Pouch Motors as a phase-switching interface toggling

between two materials phases and (2) Self-healing UI as a phase-transcendent interface having proper-

ties of multiple phases at the same time, respectively. These interfaces are unique in that they utilize

the actual phase change, not the virtual display of multiple phases; in the field of HCI, researchers have

explored two different strategies that display multiple material phases using dynamic pin displays.
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Table 2: Qualitative comparison of HCI and HMI.

The first strategy is a metaphor of “data as gas and objects as solid”. Leithinger et al. prepared both

a shape-changing pin display and a see-through visual display [39]. This visual display overlays 3D

graphics on a shape display. In this setup, they demonstrated a bidirectional transition between physical

objects (equivalent to solid) and digital information (equivalent to gas) as sublimation and deposition and

demonstrated how digital information and physical shape change are mediated.

The other strategy of displaying multiple material phases with pin displays is to reproduce the rheolog-

ical properties of objects, as well as their shapes. Nakagaki et al. proposed the method to render rheo-

logical properties of objects (e.g., flexibility, elasticity, and viscosity) by controlling the time-dependent

displacement of each pin [56]. Although each pin is always just stiff, the display as a whole acts more

diversely, such as viscose liquid and soft yet springy human bodies.

Although these research efforts drastically contributed to the fusion of flexible bits and stubborn atoms,

there is still a clear discrepancy between the rendered material phases and the actual material phases;

AR graphics can never become gas and the pin display can never become liquid. My research motivation

is rather aiming at utilizing the actual physical property of materials to make use of multiple phases

and their phase change for human-computer interaction.

From the next chapter, I will explain in detail about two phase-changing interfaces we developed

through several projects.
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L I Q U I D P O U C H M O T O R S

3.1 introduction – shape switch by phase swtich
3.2 related work
3.3 liquid pouch motors
3.4 fabrication process
3.5 application : electric phase-change actuator

In the field of robotics, integrated fabrication of body structures, actuators, sensors, and electronic

circuits into one robot system is an open problem. Existing approaches have difficulties in constructing

electric actuators in the body with simple and rapid processes. We took advantage of Liquid Pouch

Motors and proposed an electric phase-change actuator that consists of a printable fluidic actuator

controlled by an inkjet-printed electric heater. The actuator can easily be integrated with origami robots.

We theoretically analyzed the dynamics of electro-fluidic conversion in the actuator and compared it

with actual measurement data. We then demonstrated example applications of a self-folding origami

structure, a robot gripper with a printed touch sensor, and the butterfly and the flytrap robots as

analogies of living things.

3.5.1 Prototyping Functional Robots

One of the main challenges for soft-robotics is to accelerate the prototyping processes from idea to

implementation. Soft-robotics have the potential to integrate components in relatively fewer processes,

while conventional robotic manufacturing requires a significant amount of time for complex manual

assembly of constituent components. To embed actuators into the body structure, soft-robotic studies

have mainly focused on fluidic approaches: silicone pneumatic channels with soft-lithography [48],

shape deposition [12], embedded air tubes [14], jamming transition [9], and 3D-printed hydraulic actu-

ators [47]. Despite such efforts, these methods still have limitations in terms of manufacturing cost and

time.

To deal with this issue, Niiyama et al. proposed Pouch Motors, printable pneumatic actuators that

consist of one or more inflatable gas-tight bladders made of two layers of plastic sheet bonded by
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CNC heat drawing [58][59]. It allows both easy planar design and fast implementation of affordable

actuators.

However, there are still some drawbacks when trying to build functional pneumatic robots, which

possess not only body structures and actuators, but also sensors, antennas, and electric wiring. First,

computation, communication, sensing, and powering are mainly conducted with electric energy, so

robots have to prepare electric patterns in addition to pneumatic channels. Second, pneumatic actua-

tion inevitably involves cumbersome components like compressors/pumps, tanks, and tubing. Third,

although there exists some research on powering robots pneumatically using chemical reaction [63][85]

or monopropellant power [21], they are difficult to control.

Therefore, we need to develop an electrically activated actuator which can be rapidly prototyped. Al-

though electroactive polymers (EAPs) [35] and thermal actuation by shape memory actuators (SMAs)

[43] can be considered as options of such an actuator, we focused on electrically driving Liquid Pouch

Motors. Different from the conventional pneumatic actuators that need air tubes connected to them,

Liquid Pouch Motors can be driven by electric heaters, which leads to good compatibility with flexible

circuit. Furthermore, thin actuators do not interfere with the intrinsic flexibility of flexible substrates.

Considering these benefits, we combined Liquid Pouch Motors with inkjet printable paper circuit to

build an all-printed functional robot equipped with electric wiring, sensors, and actuators on it.

Several other groups have proposed actuators driven by the phase change of liquid, but they do not aim

for prototyping use. Akagi et al. [2] and Tsuji et al. [79] report thin-film phase-change actuators driven

by carbon-based conductive heater painted on laminated plastic, although none of their body, heater, or

electric wiring are printable. Other groups’ actuators involve a rigid body or a relatively complicated,

time-consuming fabrication process [95][52][81]. Therefore the potential of Liquid Pouch Motors for the

rapid fabrication of functional robots is considered to be large.

Here, we proposed an electric phase-change actuator, a printable actuator that extends Liquid Pouch

Motors simply by attaching inkjet printed circuit on them. Not only does the system work as actuators,

but the printed conductive traces function as an electric sensor and wiring.

The main contributions of this application are summarized as follows:

1. An electrically controlled, printable actuator is proposed.

2. Phase-changing actuation controlled by inkjet printed heater is modeled and measured.

3. Paper folding was demonstrated using phase-change actuation, which shows the feasibility of

body formation.
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4. A capacitive touch sensor and electrical wiring were inkjet printed and integrated with printed

actuators, which shows the feasibility of sensor fabrication.

In the remainder of this section, we first describe the overview of an electric phase-change actuator.

Then we discuss the theoretical model of its dynamic actuation and compare it with experimental

results. In the section of fabrication, the process, cost, and takt time were illustrated. We also demon-

strated the feasibility of our proposal with applications of the self-folding box, robotic hand, butterfly,

and flytrap.

3.5.2 Electric Phase-change Actuator

As shown in Figure 12, an electric phase-change actuator is a combination of a printed electric circuit

and Liquid Pouch Motors. When the solvent is heated by the electric circuit, it inflates and works as an

actuator.

0 s 30 s

110 s 120 s

Figure 12: An electric phase-change actuator that shows primitive angular motion. It is composed of a printed con-
ductive heater and Liquid Pouch Motors. The whole fabrication process completes in approximately
30 minutes with accessible equipment and materials. Scale bar: 1 cm (Figure reused from [P3]).

The circuit was composed of silver nano-particle ink on PET film, printed with an off-the-shelf inkjet

printer. The pouch is also printable, using heat-drawing on a pile of polymer sheets as previously

shown in Figure ??A. Thus, the whole process is done with simple yet widely accessible material and

fabrication methods.

3.5.3 Theoretical Model

In this section, we theoretically modeled two parameters of an electric phase-change actuator: moment

and time response.
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3.5.3.1 Moment

First, we assume that a pouch is filled with liquid, and the pressure is virtually zero when the heat is

not applied. We also assume that the actuator performs movements in the same mechanism as Pouch

Motors [58] when a pouch is heated and liquid evaporates.

Then, the volume of a pouch can be given as follows.

V(✓) =
L0

2D

2

✓
✓- cos ✓ sin ✓

✓2

◆
(1)

Here, the size of a pouch L0, D and angle ✓ are shown in Figure 13.

L

D

L 0P, V

n, T

θ
θ

φ

M

(a) (b)

Figure 13: The model of electric phase-change actuators. a: A pouch filled with low boiling point liquid, some of
which is in the state of liquid, and the rest of which is gas. b: Rotational actuation of the pouch, pasted
on the substrate (Figure reused from [P3]).

Let the moment generated by an electric phase-change actuator be M. Then the energy conservation

Equation 2 to a virtual rotation d� is expressed as follows.

Md� = PdV (2)

Now � is expressed as � = 2✓, so we obtain moment M as the following equation from Equation 1 and

Equation 2,

M(✓) = P
dV

d�
= P

dV
d✓
d�
d✓

= L0
2DP

cos ✓(sin ✓- ✓ cos ✓)
2✓3

(3)

Thus, we can derive the following Equation 4 from Equation 1, Equation 3, and the state equation

PV = nRT .

M(✓) = nRT
cos ✓(sin ✓- ✓ cos ✓)
✓(✓- cos ✓ sin ✓)

(4)

The moment M takes negative value if ✓ > ⇡
2 . Therefore, the maximum angle of rotation is 2✓ = ⇡

rad (i.e., totally flat state). We note that the moment limitlessly increases if ✓ gets closer to zero. But
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there is always some liquid or gas left in a pouch, so M never diverges to positive infinity in the actual

situation.

Also, we note that pressure inside a pouch has an upper limit, which is decided by atmospheric pressure

and stress of the pouch. Therefore, the amount of liquid that can evaporate has a limit regardless of the

excessive heat.

3.5.3.2 Time Response

Next, we also need to analyze the time response of the actuator, since n and T in Equation 4 depend

on the elapsed time from activation. Time response of the moment of an electric phase-change actuator

can be calculated by simulating heat conduction among a heater, a pouch, and the air.

For simplicity, here I just introduce the result of the calculation below. To get the actual value of M(✓, t),

we need to numerically solve G(t) by substituting several parameters, while F(✓) can be analytically

solved. For more mathematical detail, please refer to section a.1.

M(✓, t) = RTbn(t)
cos ✓(sin ✓- ✓ cos ✓)
✓(✓- cos ✓ sin ✓)

(5)

=
NRTb
Qv

F(✓)G(t) (6)

where

F(✓) =
cos ✓(sin ✓- ✓ cos ✓)
✓(✓- cos ✓ sin ✓)

G(t) = c2t+
c1Ch

↵+ �
e
-↵+�

Ch
t
-

c1Ch

↵+ �

3.5.4 Experiments

In this section, we compared the theoretical model with experimental results.

3.5.4.1 M(t) and M(✓)

We evaluated the actuator’s moment in two ways. Figure 14 shows the two experimental setups for

moment measurement. In the first experiment, the moment of the actuator was measured while both

sides of the actuator are kept horizontal (Figure 14a) to evaluate the moment as a function of t. Second,

the moment of the fully evaporated state of the actuator was measured while the rotational angle of the
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actuator is controlled (Figure 14b) to evaluate the moment as a function of ✓. In these two experiments,

the shape of the pouch was a rectangle, with a size of 80 mm x 25 mm, respectively. All the experiments

in this section were done at the room temperature of 27 �C, and we assumed that the pressure inside a

pouch reaches its upper limit, since there was always some liquid left throughout all the experiments.

VV

ba

Force & Angle

Sensor

Force & Angle

Sensor

Figure 14: The experimental setup for moment measurement. a: The setup for the first experiment, where an
actuator is kept horizontal. b: The setup for the second experiment, where the angle of an actuator is
controlled (Figure reused from [P3]).

Figure 15 shows the result of the first experiment, which was post-processed by a low pass filter with

a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz. As can be seen from Figure 15, the moment showed an exponential

increase from 60 s to 115 s, while the liquid was evaporating. Also, when switched off, the moment

steeply decreased approximately 3 times faster than its increase at the ON state.

Switch Off

Figure 15: The experimental result of the moment at different times as M(t). The results are post-processed by a
low pass filter whose cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz (Figure reused from [P3]).

Figure 16 shows the plot of the measured moment at different angles and different amounts of liquid

along with its theoretical moment given by Equation 4. We observed that the activation (up) curves in
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Figure 16: The experimental and theoretical values of the moment M at different angles ✓. The outward and
the return of the hysteresis is shown. Measured moments stay almost constant even if the amount of
substance is different. This suggests as small as 0.04 ml is enough for theoretical actuation (Figure
reused from [P3]).

the hysteresis correspond well with the theoretical curve, under the assumption that inside the pouch

was kept in the atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, the deactivation curve did not fit well with the

activation curve, which might be because of the hysteresis existing in the material property of the liquid.

We also note that the moment value did not drastically change even though we used three different

amounts of liquid, which is against the discussion done in Table ??. We guess this was because the heat

applied was much smaller than the amount of liquid inside the pouch; according to Equation ??, the

minimum amount of liquid needed for this pouch was 0.04 ml. For more precise analysis, we need to

conduct experiments with a smaller amount of liquid.

3.5.4.2 T(t)

We also tested the heat conduction of the actuator. In this experiment, the shape of the pouch is an

ellipse whose size is 25 mm x 15 mm, respectively. We attached two thermistors (SEMITEC 103-JT), one

on the backside of the heater and the other on the front side of the pouch, to measure the temperature of

the heater and the pouch. At the initial state, the temperature at both sides was at the room temperature

of 27 �C.

Figure 17 shows the experimental result with the theoretical model overlaid. The solid lines show the

experimental result, and the block lines represent theoretical model of heat temperature change with
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appropriate parameters. We note that the measured temperature was lower than the theoretical value.

This is because the thermistors were not embedded in the component but exposed to the atmosphere.

Switch Off

Heater

Pouch

Figure 17: The experimental result of the temperature at different times as T(t). The solid lines show the ex-
perimental result, and the block lines represent a theoretical model of heat temperature change with
appropriate parameters (Figure reused from [P3]).

3.5.5 Fabrication

Figure 18 shows the fabrication procedure of an electric phase-change actuator. In this section, we

describe each process in detail.

3.5.5.1 Designing Components with Computer Aid

First, we designed pouches and inkjet printable circuits. Both of them were designed by Adobe Il-

lustrator in an above-mentioned way. More detail on designing the inkjet-printed circuit is written in

[31][32].

3.5.5.2 Printing Components

The pouches and the conductive pattern were fabricated by heat drawing and inkjet printing, respec-

tively. These processes usually finish within a few minutes. For the pouch fabrication, we use 0.05-

mm-thick thermoplastic film and 0.076-mm-thick PTFE-coated glass fiber fabric as substrates, and a

customized XY plotter as a printer. For the conductive pattern fabrication, we use silver nano-particle
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(a) Design With

Computer Aid
(c) Cut & Inject(b) Print Components

Combination

(d) Apply voltage

pouch motors

conductive patterns

Figure 18: The fabrication process of an electric phase-change actuator. a: Design each component using a draw-
ing software such as Adobe Illustrator. The design of the heater with desirable size, resistance, and heat
distribution is automatically generated. Also, the generation of tool paths for the pouch is automated.
b: Both conductive patterns and pouch motors are printed within ten minutes in case of an A4-sized
paper. c: Printed components are manually cut or injected. d: After each component is assembled, The
final product is driven by an electric power source (Figure reused from [P3]).

ink NBSIJ-MU01 as ink, coated PET film NB-TP-3GU100 from Mitsubishi Paper Mill as a substrate, and

EPSON PX-045A as a printer. The sheet resistance value of the ink was approximately 0.2 ⌦/sq.

3.5.5.3 Manual Processing

Next, a few numbers of manual processes are needed such as: cutting conductive substrates, injecting

liquid into pouches, and sealing injection holes at the edge of each pouch with heat-bonding. The entire

process usually finishes within around 20 minutes.

3.5.5.4 Combination and Activation

Finally, fabricated components were combined, using an off-the-shelf double-sided sticker. The final

product can be driven by an electric power source. The range of voltage and current we use was limited

to 3 - 15 V and 0 - 1 A, respectively.

3.5.5.5 Time and Cost

As described above, the whole process finishes within 30 minutes, except for the initial design process.

This is considered to be quite faster than previously proposed methods like soft-lithography, shape

deposition, embedded air tubes, and 3D-printed hydraulic actuators.
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Now we estimate the cost for fabricating an electric phase-change actuator with A4-sized paper. Print-

ing conductive patterns costs approximately $1 per sheet. And Printing a pouch typically costs less

than $0.01 per sheet. Thus, the whole cost for the fabrication of one electric phase-change actuator is

approximately $1. We also estimate the initial cost of fabrication devices. As one inkjet printer costs $50

and the XY plotter costs $300, the whole initial cost is approximately $350.

3.5.6 Applications

3.5.6.1 Self-folding Box

We developed a self-folding box as an example of transformation from 2D to 3D (Figure 19). The box

was driven by 6.0 V of stabilized power supply. First, the whole structure was almost flat. Then when

we turned on the power source, folding angles of hinges became around 90 degrees. After the power

was turned off, the structure unfolded again into the flat shape.

Figure 19: Self-folding box driven by electric phase-change actuators. (1-3) Activation. The unfolded surfaces of
the structure get close when the voltage is applied to the heater pattern under the pouch. (4-6) After
the current is shut down, the structure gets unfolded into almost flat shape again.

Although the structure shown here does not have the shape memory function, this application demon-

strates that an electric phase-change actuator has the potential to be used in complex self-folding and

autonomous assembly processes proposed in other groups [19][73][74].

3.5.6.2 A gripper with Touch Sensor

We also developed a three-fingered gripper with a touch sensor (Figure 20), to demonstrate the high

affinity with additive electrical equipment. The ellipse-shaped actuators with the size of 15 mm x 25 mm
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were equipped at the center of each finger, and they showed gripping motion when 6.0 V of stabilized

power was applied to each heater. The touch sensor was fabricated on the same substrate with heaters

and electric wiring in a single process.

Figure 20: The three-fingered gripper. a: the net schematic. b: the constructed gripper (Figure reused from [P3]).

As shown in Figure 21, the gripper can close its arms when the heat is applied. We let the gripper hold

a human arm (Figure 22). When activated, we observed that the gripper fitted along the human arm

and sustained its own weight.

Figure 21: The gripper in motion before and after actuation (Figure reused from [P3]).

Figure 22: The gripper holding a human arm (Figure reused from [P3]).

Also, we measure the touch sensor’s feasibility by iteratively hovering the arm onto the sensor (Figure

23). The touch sensor is composed of a rectangular wave generator and a conductive ink pad. When

the arm approaches the sensor pad, the whole circuit makes a low pass filter, which distorts the input

rectangular wave from the Arduino board. Then Arduino captures the output wave and calculates its

time constant. Figure 23b demonstrates that the sensor recognizes the arm with a high S/N ratio.

3.5.6.3 Soft interfaces as analogies of living things

Figure 24 shows the butterfly robot and the flytrap robot. The butterfly robot in Figure 24A,B repeatedly

flaps its wings. This example shows that the system can work safely on the fingertip, due to the lower
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Figure 23: Proximity sensing capability of the gripper. a: Schematic of the touch sensor in a gripper. Gray lines
and a pattern show conductive ink traces. When an object approaches the sensor pad, the whole circuit
makes a low pass filter, which distorts the input signal from the Arduino board. b: Output of the touch
sensor. When the arm approaches the gripper, the touch sensor successfully captures it and returns a
distinctively high value (Figure reused from [P3]).

voltage, current, and temperature (approx. 5 V, 50 mA, 40 �C) by appropriately designing the sheet

resistance of the printed electric heater. The butterfly robot shown in Figure 24C-E responds to human

motion when the capacitive sensor printed on the surface detects the touch motion of the user by

heating up the pouch to close the leaves. Through this example, we demonstrated the easy combination

of wiring, sensors, and actuators to build an interactive object.

3.5.6.4 Possible Improvements

Although we demonstrated that phase-change phenomenon is a suitable actuation mechanism for rapid

prototyping of robots with electrical wiring, there remains some issues to be addressed for more con-

venient use.

The first issue is that not all processes to fabricate an electric phase-change actuator are completely

automated. So far the manual processes are needed in cutting the substrates, injecting low boiling

point liquid into a pouch, and combining the pouch with the conductive patterns. All these processes

are not so complex and can be automated with a laser-cutting machine, an automatic liquid injection

device, and an XYZ stage.

Second, the actuation speed of an electric phase-change actuator is slow, compared with that of Pouch

Motors and some other well reactive actuators. When trying to accelerate the motion while keeping

the form factor of the electric phase-change actuator, we can increase the boiling point of the liquid

compared to the environmental temperature.
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Figure 24: Soft interfaces as analogies of living things. A,B: the butterfly robot slowly flapping on a fingertip.
The electric heater under the pouch was printed by silver ink along with decoration patterns. C-E: the
flytrap robot. C: when the user touches the robot, it detects touch motion and responds by closing
leaves. D: circuit design. E: the circuit diagram of capacitive touch sensing. The resistance of the circuit
and the capacitance between the conductive pattern and the finger compose a 1-degree of low pass
filter (Figure reused from [P1]).
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Finally, we have to mention that the applications using electric phase-change actuators are all tethered

to a stabilized power supply. But there is a possibility for these robots to be untethered, since the appli-

cations are driven by 6.0 V of power supply, which almost equals to the maximum output voltage of

off-the-shelf light batteries. What is more, conductive ink patterns have the potential for adding a pow-

ering antenna to our actuator, which will open up the possibility of energy harvesting without battery

replacement. This motivation of untethered actuation led to successive three applications described

from the next section.

3.6 application : papilion
3.7 application : a live un live

3.8 application : laser pouch motors
3.9 limitations of liquid pouch motors

Despite many merits, we demonstrated in previous sections, there are also some drawbacks when we

use Liquid Pouch Motors. In this section, I will generally describe the intrinsic limitation of Liquid

Pouch Motors.

3.9.1 Controllability

We only utilized the fully actuated or the fully rest states of Liquid Pouch Motors. This is due to the

hard controllability of phase change; even if we try to measure the temperature to conduct a closed-

loop feedback to achieve a half-way actuated state, the temperature when the phase change is on-going

inside the pouch is always static at 34 �C. Thus the time-dependent open-loop feedback might be

possible (e.g., PWM of the heater) if we need to control the transition state of the actuator.

3.9.2 Speed

As already shown in previous sections, for example, the actuation speed of the 25 mm x 100 mm

actuator is at the order of ten seconds. But there are three ways to achieve faster movement. The first

solution is to make a smaller pouch, which will decrease the heat capacity of the actuator. Recently,

Lu et al. have shown the fabrication technique to fabricate a small size of Liquid Pouch Motors, as a

follow-up work of ours [46]. The second solution is to use a heat source with larger heat capacity. In our

preliminary experiments, hot water in a mug or water vapor drove a 15 mm x 45 mm actuator within

or at the order of seconds. The final solution is to increase the boiling point of the liquid compared to

the environmental temperature, as we described in the section for electric phase-change actuators.
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3.10 conclusions

We extended pneumatically driven Pouch Motors and proposed Liquid Pouch Motors by filling them

with low boiling point liquid. Liquid-to-gas phase change and its large volume expansion contributed

to actuation in that the actuator as thin, flexible, lightweight as normal papers showed as large and pow-

erful actuation as conventional pneumatic actuation constrained by the gas phase. For clarity, Figure ??
shows and compares the applications enabled by Liquid Pouch Motors.

Table 3: Four applications of Liquid Pouch Motors
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4
S E L F - H E A L I N G U I

4.1 introduction – interfaces beyond phase boundaries

In the previous chapter, I introduced Liquid Pouch Motors, where clear liquid-to-gas phase change

leads to a distinct shape change of the proposed actuator as a phase-switching interface. In this chapter,

on the other hand, I will introduce the user interfaces “beyond phase boundaries of the material,”

that is, the “phase-transcendent interface” made from self-healing materials that work as if they are in

the solid, solid-liquid (= elastomeric), and liquid states at the same time; by coordinating the suitable

composite structure of the self-healing material and the mixed particles inside, it makes the interfaces

(1) keep its shape as if it is solid, (2) transform as if it is elastomeric; and (3) heal at the local broken

part as if it is liquid.

In this chapter, I will demonstrate two types of conductive and self-healing composite materials both

made from carbon nanotubes and polyborosiloxane. In Section 4.2, I will describe the first project

on a self-healing, elastomeric conductor (= SWCNTs aerogel-PBS) and its application that we newly

synthesized and proposed in the context of materials science. From Section 4.3 to Section 4.13, we then

extended the knowledge and experience of developing such materials and applications, and proposed

the user interfaces made from self-healing materials beyond just healing (= MWCNTs dispersion-PBS).

We explored the fabrication method of everyday devices with self-healing ability in the practical form

factor and their design space leveraging such vague phase boundary of the material when compared to

conventional shape-changing interfaces with limited use of a single phase, in the context of interaction.

Note that Section 4.2 is one completed work in the context of materials science and thus long, but the

main body of Self-healing is from Section 4.3, so those who are interested in the work for interaction can

just skip Section 4.2. For reference, Table 4 compares two CNTs-PBS used in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3

– Section 4.13.

4.2 swcnts aerogal-pbs for materials science
4.3 mwcnts dispersion-pbs for interaction

From lizard tails to starfish arms, from grafted trees to human skin, the regenerative and self-healing

phenomena are ubiquitous in nature. Inspired by how natural self-healable systems can restore their

mechanical integrity and functionality (e.g., nervous system, nutrient canals) in an autonomous man-
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Table 4: Comparison of two CNTs-PBS.

SWCNTs aerogel-PBS (§ 4.2) MWCNTs dispersion-PBS (§ 4.3-)

CNTs Single-walled Multi-walled

Goal Materials science Interaction

Structure CNT first, then pour PBS PBS first, then disperse CNT

Mechanical & electrical property Higher Lower

Takt time ⇠ weeks ⇠ days

Fabrication Harder & more expensive Easier & cheaper

ner, we proposed self-healing UI that mimics and exploits this unique healing property to design

interface systems around us (e.g., wearables, soft interface, digital fabrication, art). In human-computer

interaction (HCI), shape-changing soft-bodied interfaces [3, 15, 69], radical atoms [27], deformable in-

terfaces [6], and material-driven interfaces [68] are drawing increasing attention. This is due to the fact

that shape change provides unique form, function, and interaction, represented by wearable sensors [30,

60, 87], deformable mobile devices [22], pneumatically actuated daily products [94], devices with haptic

feedback [91], and interactive robotics [83].

However, such shape-changing interfaces proposed in the field of HCI are still limited in terms of

material property. For example, although pin displays reconfigure the relative relationship of a number

of pins, it does not mean “each pin can change into a liquid.” Or, when the pneumatic shape-changing

interfaces get broken, it is hard to fix them by sealing all the air leakage once the silicone liquid changes

into the cured elastomer. In terms of device fabrication, we usually need glue (changing from liquid

into solid) to paste multiple materials together. These kinds of limitations can be updated, if we have a

material that is beyond the border of phases.

Although we have already developed the composite material of SWCNTs aerogel and PBS (shown in

the previous section) when we started the project on interaction with a self-healing material, SWCNTs-

PBS was unfortunately not suitable for building practical interfaces. The previous project of backfilling

SWCNTs aerogel with PBS was mainly aiming at the novel material property, and the fabrication pro-

cess of SWCNTs-PBS took weeks just to get a fingertip-sized composite. Thus for this project, in order to

explore more on the interaction side, we changed the self-healing material into the one allowing faster,

larger, and cheaper fabrication, from backfilling SWCNTs aerogel with PBS into dispersing MWCNTs

into PBS.

In this paper, we present Self-healing UI, a soft-bodied material interface that follows these principles:

(1) the devices can self-heal for repeated use; (2) the material affords a novel solution for device fabri-
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cation that is able to fuse both conductive and non-conductive components; (3) the material sticks to a

variety of soft materials such as fabric and silicone; (4) the interface is able to integrate both input sens-

ing and output actuation. Furthermore, we exploited the self-healability of our material to demonstrate

a novel design space of shape-changing interfaces.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Proposing a layered model for Self-healing UI, including stiffness-/conductivity- tunable self-

healing polymers, as well as other common soft materials such as silicone and fabric.

• Developing a preparation and molding method of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS sheets by extending

previous literature [92].

• Building a layer-by-layer stacking fabrication method that can achieve a continuous structure

without additional gluing or bonding processes.

• Exemplifying the design space of Self-healing UI by incorporating its transformative, conformable,

reconfigurable, healable, and fusible nature in proposed applications.

4.4 related work

4.4.1 Self-healing Materials

4.4.1.1 Basic principle and category studied in materials science

Traditional polymers, which are typically crosslinked through irreversible covalent bonds, have been

widely used in the modern industry. However, due to the strong bonding, these polymers lose their

functionality after being damaged [76]. Hence, scientists and engineers developed several strategies to

allow the system to restore its functionality.

Self-healing polymer is classified into four categories by these two factors, “extrinsic vs. intrinsic” and

“autonomous vs. non-autonomous” properties. The self-healing mechanism explored first is extrinsic

self-healing, represented by capsules within the polymer matrix [36, 90]. The damage will crack these

small capsules, and the self-healing component will flow out and react to recover the operator area [36,

90]. However, these self-healing systems are not able to recover from the repeated damage due to the

depletion of self-healing materials in the capsules.

In contrast, intrinsic self-healing polymers, with dynamic crosslinking bonds, have been developed to

regain their properties repeatedly in different mechanisms [10, 40, 57, 67]. Some of them require non-

autonomous external stimuli such as light, heat, and force which allow the self-healing procedure to

be controllable [11]. On the contrary, other systems can self-heal autonomously without any external
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stimuli. Many autonomous self-healing systems are made from hydrogels, which are mostly composed

of water or organic solvents and therefore are widely used in biomedical materials [72]. However, they

tend to involve degradation caused by evaporation of solvent [41, 44], which is not suitable for daily

life applications.

Thus, in this paper, we focused on polyborosiloxane (PBS) as a candidate material for HCI, which re-

tains intrinsic and autonomous self-healing property. It is also biocompatible and solvent-free, which

leads to easy, safe fabrication and use and longer material lifetime [41, 44]. Multi-walled carbon nan-

otube (MWCNTs) were also introduced as the filler to impart conductivity to the polymer. Both PBS

and MWCNTs-PBS are biocompatible under appropriate use (see Material Safety section for more dis-

cussion), and is suitable for daily life interface. Although conductive self-healing composites and flex

sensors utilizing PBS were previously reported [17, 34, 92], their discussion was mainly limited to a

few physical properties, and interface systems with a hybrid structure of conductor, insulator, and

substrates have not been explored.

4.4.1.2 Existing applications of self-healing phenomena

Although it is still not pervasive, self-healing properties of materials are applied in several fields. As

commercialized examples, we have access to self-healing coating for automobiles and displays. Self-

healing concrete [28] for sustainable architecture and infrastructure is also readily available on the mar-

ket. In the field of robotics, self-healing property of liquid (e.g., oil, liquid metal) has been explored for

soft actuators [1, 33, 78] and robust robots [50]. The most related example of self-healing phenomenon

to digital fabrication or HCI might be fused deposition modeling (FDM) for 3D printing, in which

thermoplastic fuses and sticks to the previous layer to build a continuous 3D object.

4.4.2 Shape-changing Interfaces

Shape-changing interfaces have already been intensively explored and reviewed [3, 15, 69]. Here, we

classify previous studies about shape-changing interfaces by three phases of materials: solid, liquid,

and solid-liquid, and explain the main types of shape change each phase affords.

4.4.2.1 Solid shape-changing interfaces

Solid shape-changing interfaces utilize dynamic mechanisms (e.g., hinges, pistons) or the relative po-

sition of many stiff objects, which result in precise, fast, and reproducible motion. Above all, many

researchers have recently focused on the latter strategy such as a 1D line and chain [54, 55], 2D pin dis-
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plays [20, 56] and swarms [37], and dynamic 3D printing using magnetic blocks [75]. These examples

all exploit the reconfigurable nature of physical elastic pixels or voxels.

4.4.2.2 Liquid shape-changing interfaces

Liquid shape-changing interfaces, on the other hand, mainly utilize the healing and fusing nature

of two isolated portions of liquid into a single droplet. For example, Programmable blobs [82] uses

magnetic fluid to demonstrate a liquid display that changes its shape depending on the magnetic

field. LIME [45], Tangible Drops [71], and Programmable Droplets [80] control the shape, number, and

position of liquid metal or aqueous solutions by an electric field. Despite its high degree of freedom in

shape and potential for fusing interface, they are still hard to handle due to the viscose, fluidic nature.

4.4.2.3 Solid-liquid shape-changing interfaces

Solid-liquid materials [44] represented by silicone rubbers and dough retains viscoelastic property; by

tuning their property, they can sustain its shape, while deforming dynamically. HCI researchers have

developed many soft-bodied interfaces using these materials, such as pneumatic actuation interface [23,

64, 94], flexible, stretchable electronics [62, 89], and dough interfaces such as a conductive tack [65],

sand [84], or a toy called Silly Putty [7]. They are able to transform and conform (while keeping their

shapes) by the solid-liquid property of materials.

Our proposing Self-healing UI also falls into the solid-liquid shape-changing interface: the key differ-

ence to conventional solid-liquid interfaces is that our UI can heal and fuse like liquid, while achieving

reconfigurability, transformability, and conformability that solid and solid-liquid interfaces offer. We

will demonstrate each property by our proposing applications.

4.5 design choices of materials for hci

As explained in Related Work, we used PBS [34, 41, 44] as a main self-healing material candidate for

HCI for the following reasons:

1. Intrinsic and autonomous self-healing ability without any external stimuli (e.g., heat, light, additive

materials causing chemical reactions) to avoid complex environmental setup.

2. Controllable electrical and mechanical properties depending on the applications. The property of PBS

can be tuned by dispersing varying amounts of MWCNTs into the polymer to form MWCNTs-PBS

composites.
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3. Robust material for long-term use in a daily environment without time-dependent degradation.

4. Simple and low-cost fabrication with which researchers in the HCI field can leverage after training.

5. Safety and compatibility to human skin and conventional substrate (e.g., acrylic, polydimethylsilox-

ane (PDMS), fabric).

Figure 25 shows that two separated PBS samples can quickly self-heal and recover its mechanical

strength. In terms of its working mechanism, PBS is a room-temperature self-healing supramolecular

polymer that is cross-linked through the dynamic bonds between boron and oxygen [34, 41, 44] (Fig-

ure 26). The boron atom in one PBS chain can form a dynamic bond with the oxygen atom from a

nearby chain. However, PBS has a weak mechanical strength [34, 41, 44] and low conductivity. There-

fore, MWCNTs were suggested as fillers that compose networks to tune its mechanical and electrical

performance [90]; in the latter sections, we report performance evaluations of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS

developed in our method.

Figure 25: Self-healing process of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS. (A) The rapid healing process of PBS and MWCNTs-
PBS. (B) The long-term healing process of PBS, where we observed the cut lines of samples disappear-
ing over time (Figure reused from [P4]).

4.6 preparation of materials

In this section, we describe the preparation of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS. We note that MWCNTs are cate-

gorized into carcinogenic materials, we need to prepare the safety equipment and follow the procedure

written here. All the preparation processes were done inside the fume hood along with appropriate

disposal for wastes containing MWCNTs. Also, throughout the preparation, we wore disposable gloves
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Figure 26: The working mechanism of MWCNTs-PBS. The dynamic bonds between boron and oxygen cause
self-healing of the PBS matrix (Figure reused from [P4]).

and masks to avoid the direct contact and inhalation of MWCNTs. For more information on safety, see

the latter section for material safety.

We have adopted conventional protocols from the literature [92] with additionally tailored procedures

(sonication, doctor blading, and dilution explained below). Both PBS and MWCNTs-PBS were prepared

on three criteria: large quantity preparation, the form factor of 2D thin sheets needed to stack them

into 3D devices, and easy-to-follow material handling procedures, in order to fit in our layer-by-layer

stacking fabrication strategy described later.

4.6.1 Preparation of PBS Sheets

Figure 27: Preparation process of PBS (Figure reused from [P4]).

The boric acid-methanol solution was prepared by adding 1.0 g of boric acid (B6768; Sigma) into 10

mL of methanol and continuously mixed for 1 h with a magnetic stir (Figure 27A). Then 10 g of PDMS

(silanol terminated, 35-45 cSt; Gelest) was added to the boric acid-methanol solution and vigorously

mixed together for 3 h (Figure 27B,C). After that, the mixed solution was placed on a static table for

1 h until two separate liquid phases are clearly observed (Figure 27D). Uncured PBS was extracted

from the bottom part using a transfer pipet. At this point, a small portion of silicone pigment (Silc-Pig;

Smooth-on) can optionally be mixed with the solution. This solution was poured into a laser-cut acrylic

mold coated with mold release spray (Food Grade Mold Release W0, CRC). The uncured PBS solution

in the mold was then placed inside an oven at 60 �C for 24 h to fully cure.
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4.6.2 Preparation of MWCNTs-PBS Sheets

Figure 28: The preparation process of MWCNTs-PBS sheets (Figure reused from [P4]).

MWCNTs (Baytubes C 150 HP) were added into the uncured PBS solution and sonicated (Fisher Sci-

entific Sonic Dismembrator Model 500) at an amplitude of 100 W for 1 h to de-bundle the MWCNTs

(Figure 28A,B). The dispersion was vacuumed to remove extra methanol (Figure 28 C), poured into a

mold, and transferred into an oven at 60 �C for 24 h to allow the sample to fully cure. Once cured,

the sample becomes safe to use and cut with bare hands. During the molding process, we spread the

surface of the MWCNTs evenly with a straight knife (Figure 28D, so-called doctor blading) to get a

smooth shape of sheets. We newly adopted the sonication process to disperse MWCNTs more homo-

geneously than the conventional method [92], which led to higher conductivity of the material with a

lower concentration of MWCNTs in PBS.

We note that uncured PBS can be stored at room temperature for over 1 month, while uncured

MWCNTs-PBS dispersion must be used right after sonication to prevent aggregation and bundling of

MWCNTs. If we use an old uncured MWCNTs-PBS dispersion sample, the sample needs a sonication

process again. In addition, in order to prepare materials in large amounts and with precise MWCNTs

fraction, we adjusted the conventional procedure by starting with the preparation of high-concentration

MWCNTs-PBS and then subsequently dilute it with additional uncured PBS solution.

4.7 performance evaluation

We have conducted a detailed performance evaluation for both electrical and mechanical properties of

PBS and MWCNTs-PBS, both before and after cut and joined. The data shown in this section are from

5 independent samples and measurements. The error bars shown are the maximum/minimum values

of the samples. All the other plots show the mean value for each condition. The sample size was L: 12.5

mm, W: 6.10 mm, H: 1.32 mm on average. For electrical measurement, we covered both sides of each

sample with silver epoxy (CP4922N-100; DuPont) and applied 2 probes to the silver parts to measure

resistance. For mechanical measurement, we used a load measurement machine (Instron 5940).
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Figure 29: The electrical property of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS. (A) Conductivity vs weight fraction of MWCNTs
in the samples. (B) Conductive healing efficiency depicting the time-dependent electrical self-healing
property (Figure reused from [P4]).

4.7.1 Electrical Property of MWCNTs-PBS

In order to determine the suitable composition of MWCNTs-PBS for our devices, we measured electrical

conductivity as a function of MWCNTs content. Figure 29A shows the conductivity of MWCNTs-PBS

with different fractions of MWCNTs. Although the error bars overlap, we observed that the mean elec-

trical conductivity showed a clear upward tendency with increasing MWCNTs content. The resultant

conductivity was more than 10 times higher than the previous report when comparing 3wt% sam-

ples [92]. This higher conductivity can be attributed to the homogeneous network of MWCNTs inside

PBS by the sonication process instead of mechanical stir [92]. To meet the electrical conductivity re-

quirement for the devices, we used the MWCNTs content of 4wt% for all the other experiments and

applications in this paper. We note that pure polymers like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which is

similar to PBS, have a conductivity ranging between 10-16 - 10-12 S/cm [49].

In addition, to investigate the electrical self-healing property, we cut and joined the composite. Conduc-

tive healing efficiency, defined as �/�0, at different healing time was plotted in Figure 29B, where �0

is the electrical conductivity of the as-prepared samples and � is the electrical conductivity at different

self-healing times. We found that 10% of the electrical conductivity immediately recovered after we

joined the two halves. Then, the electrical conductivity slowly recovered over time. After 6 h, 96% of

electrical conductivity was recovered. We also tested electrical conductivity for the samples after 10

damaging-healing cycles to verify the repeated self-healing property. As shown in Figure 29B, approx.

90% of the electrical conductivity recovered after 10 damaging-healing cycles.
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Figure 30: The mechanical property of (A) PBS and (B) MWCNTs-PBS. “⇥” mark means the sample at break
(Figure reused from [P4]).

4.7.2 Mechanical Property of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS

To investigate the mechanical self-healing properties, we tested the tensile stress � vs. strain ✏ over the

range of ✏ = 0 - 200%. The mechanical properties of PBS and MWCNTs-PBS are shown in Figure 30A,B,

respectively.

PBS showed the elastic region for ✏ < 5%. The sample reached the ultimate stress of 39 kPa at ✏ = 39%,

but is able to be stretched to ✏ = 180% before a fracture occurred. To study mechanical self-healing,

we cut the sample into halves and then joined them. We allowed the samples to self-heal for a certain

amount of time before measuring the curve. As shown in Figure 30A, the ultimate elongation strain

of PBS increased with more self-healing time, and after 6 h the samples exhibited an almost identical

tendency as as-prepared samples.

The same measurements were performed on MWCNTs-PBS with 4wt% MWCNTs content. The elastic

region of MWCNTs-PBS was extended to ✏ = 8%. Moreover, adding the MWCNTs filler makes the

composite stronger, whose ultimate stress was enhanced to 120 kPa at strain ✏ = 40% as shown in

Figure 30B. On the other hand, the addition of MWCNTs fillers slowed down the self-healing speed.

As shown in Figure 30B, the composite did not fully restore its original mechanical property after 6 h.

4.8 self-healing ui as a hybrid material system

As we evaluated in the previous section, PBS and MWCNTs-PBS have pros and cons. Here, we propose

a novel hybrid design that takes a middle way. We leveraged the fast healing and electrically insulating

property of PBS, as well as the electrical conductivity and mechanical stiffness of MWCNTs-PBS to

implement practical interface devices.
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4.8.1 Balance between PBS and MWCNTs-PBS

Balance in self-healing speed. As explained in Figure 30, the self-healing speed of MWCNTs-PBS is

slower despite its conductive property, while insulative PBS can heal faster. Thus, by combining PBS

and MWCNTs-PBS, we can achieve fast mechanical healing while keeping conductivity.

Balance in stiffness. PBS changes its shape as time passes due to gravity (so-called a “creeping” ef-

fect shown in Figure 31), which is problematic for everyday use from the viewpoint of users. On the

other hand, MWCNTs-PBS can hold its shape thanks to its sustainable network structure as shown in

Figure 26. Thus, by exploiting MWCNTs-PBS as a substrate of PBS, the whole system can maintain its

shape for more robust usage.

Figure 31: Creeping effect of PBS (Figure reused from [P4]).

4.8.2 Functions of Each Layer

Figure 32 shows an overview of our layer-by-layer stacking model. The whole structure is composed

of three different types of layers: a substrate layer, one or multiple functional healing layers, and a

covering layer.

The substrate layer. It works as elastic mechanical support (e.g., Ecoflex 00-30 silicone (Smooth-on),

PDMS (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning), and MWCNTs-PBS shown in Figure 33A,B,C) that restricts PBS

layers from flowing and creeping over time. We note that PDMS and many other silicone elastomers

are commonly used for HCI applications [62]. On the other hand, a composite of PBS and polyester

fabric provides extra adhesion to the skin (Figure 33D). To achieve these substrates bonded with the

functional layers, we poured uncured PBS solution on the cured PDMS and Ecoflex and put them in 60
�C oven for 24 h. MWCNTs-PBS was just joined together with PBS, and they fused into the continuous

structure with their inherent self-healability. We made PBS-polyester fabric by first soaking fabric into

uncured PBS solution, which was then vacuumed for approximately 30 min until no air bubbles were

observed. This fabric composite was fully cured at 60 �C for 24 h.

The functional layer. It is composed of PBS, MWCNTs-PBS, miniaturized electronic components, con-

nection wiring to the outer module, and some other functional layers (e.g., color-changing composites).
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Figure 32: A layered Model of Self-healing UI. The substrate layer sustains the whole device to keep its shape
and works as an interface to other materials or the human body. The functional layers work as a self-
healing body, circuity, sensors, or other functional media (e.g., the color-changing layer). The cover
layer is optionally used for the protection of the device and aesthetics (Figure reused from [P4]).

MWCNTs-PBS can work as sensors for pressure, touch, and cut. PBS in this layer has three major func-

tions: effective self-healing medium, insulation components between conductive MWCNTs-PBS and

other electronics, and integration matrix to embed other wires and components into one continuous

body.

The covering layer. This layer is optionally used for the sake of protection, insulation, and aesthetics.

4.9 layer-by-layer stacking fabrication

Leveraging the self-healability of PBS, our fabrication process exhibits four advantages over conven-

tional layer-stacking techniques: no need for adhesives between layers; no need for soldering between

conductive wires and MWCNTs-PBS; the flexibility to stabilize electronic components between layers;

the stable bonds between PBS and other silicone elastomers. In this section, we describe the fabrication

process of Self-healing UI by stacking PBS, MWCNTs-PBS, and other components.

4.9.1 Step 1: Fabrication of Each Layer

First, PBS and MWCNTs-PBS sheets were removed from the molds carefully with tweezers. Then each

material was cut by a CNC drag knife (12’x12’ CNC Machine; Zen Toolworks, D2 drag knife; Donek) as
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Figure 33: Options for the substrate layer. (A) Commercially available soft silicone (Ecoflex 00-30). (B) PDMS as a
stiff substrate to hold the shape. (C) MWCNTs-PBS that better sustains the shape than pure PBS while
achieving self-healability of the whole structure. (D) PBS-polyester fabric sticking and conforming to
human skin (Figure reused from [P4]).

Figure 34: Cutting PBS and MWCNTs-PBS. (A) the materials were removed from the mold and cut by (B) a CNC
drag knife or a die cutter into designated components. (C) Then each component was placed in order,
and the whole structure automatically self-heals and fuses (Figure reused from [P4]).

shown in Figure 34 or a die cutter (made by laser cutting acrylic boards). After cutting each component,

they were placed in order and fused together by their self-healing property.

4.9.2 Step 2: Electrical Connection

As shown in Figure 35, sandwiching the wire with self-healing material can work both for electrical

and mechanical connection without glue. We demonstrated two methods of (1) placing additional

MWCNTs-PBS material onto the wire and (2) cutting the middle part of MWCNTs-PBS and inserting

the wire inside the gap. The former is easier for a smaller size of MWCNTs-PBS circuitry, while the

latter is better in terms of aesthetics. We used multi-strand wire (36 AWG, UAA3607; Micron Meters),

for maximizing the surface contact area on MWCNTs-PBS to stabilize the conductivity and minimizing

the volume of the connection part to help MWCNTs-PBS self-heal faster.
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Figure 35: Two wiring methods for MWCNTs-PBS circuitry. (A) Placing additional MWCNTs-PBS piece with
tweezers. (B) Cutting the middle part of the trace and insert the wire (Figure reused from [P4]).

4.9.3 Step 3: Stacking Layers

Figure 36: Stacking layers of Self-healing UI. (A) A layered model of a transformative soft controller. (B) Stacking
layers in sequence. The device will self-heal and form one continuous body within 6 h. The white
acrylic plate was used to guide the position of MWCNTs-PBS strips (Figure reused from [P4]).

Once the preparation of each layer and connection was done, Each layer and component was stacked

in order as shown in Figure 36. We used a laser-cut acrylic board shown in Figure 36B to guide the

position of MWCNTs-PBS strips.

4.10 sensing primitives

In this section we demonstrate three sensing primitives: touch sensing, pressure sensing, and cut sens-

ing. Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the circuit diagram and the photos for each sensing method, respec-

tively. We note that pressure sensing and cut sensing were performed with the same circuit diagram

(Figure 37B). For implementation, we used Arduino Mega 2560 Rev 3 as a microcontroller.
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Figure 37: The sensing principle for (A) a touch sensor and (B) a pressure and cut sensor (Figure reused from
[P4]).

Figure 38: Photographs of sensing primitives. touch, pressure, and cut sensors are activated in front of the screen
with their input values (Figure reused from [P4]).
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4.10.1 Touch Sensing

Touch sensing was implemented in the same way as a conventional touch sensor made of a bulk metal

conductor. Depending on the distance between the human body and MWCNTs-PBS, the capacitance

value (shown with a dashed line in Figure 37A) changes, resulting in the configuration of the low pass

filter. We used the Capacitive Sensing Library of Arduino.

4.10.2 Pressure and Cut Sensing

Each end of MWCNTs-PBS was connected to Vcc (= 5 V) and a digital pin reading the voltage value.

When we apply pressure to the MWCNTs-PBS, it deforms to increase its resistance value. This change

in resistance can be read by the digital pin as a decreased voltage. The same mechanism as pressure

sensing can be applied to cut sensing. If MWCNTs-PBS is cut into pieces, the voltage value read from

the digital pin goes to 0 V, which is clearly detectable. Although this sensing mechanism is as simple as

a tact switch, the self-healing property of MWCNTs-PBS allows detecting cuts repeatedly if we make a

mechanical connection of each piece, which is a unique property for this sensing method.

4.11 applications

Figure 39: The design space of Self-healing UI (Figure reused from [P4]).

In this section, we explored the design space of the Self-healing UI through five demonstration artifacts.

As shown in Figure 39, we can distinguish the functionality of soft, self-healing materials into five: (1)

dynamic transformation of shape; (2) Conformable applications of UIs to other objects; (3) Reconfigura-

tion of the number and the function of devices; (4) Healability of the damaged or broken part; and (5)

fusing nature of two different modules. Each of these five spaces is mainly related to five applications
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we will demonstrate (thick line in Figure 39), but some of them have overlapping features depicted as

a thin curved line in Figure 39.

4.11.1 Transformative Soft Controller

Figure 40: The transformative soft controller can change its shape and reconfigure the number and the function
of the device as user needs (Figure reused from [P4]).

We envisioned a controller device that can dynamically change its shape and number of modules

depending on the different ways we expect to it. Figure 36 shows the layered structure of the proposed

controller; one of the MWCNTs-PBS strips is a pressure/cut sensor and all the other strips are touch

sensors. Wiring was connected to Arduino. A series of touch sensors were used to detect both a single

touch and the sliding motion.

Figure 40 shows four use scenarios of this controller. First, a single controller detects a finger press mo-

tion in Figure 40A (the normal mode). Then two controllers were joined to form long touch buttons and

worked as a piano keyboard in Figure 40B (the long mode). Next, two connected controllers wrapped

around the user’s wrist, working as a wrist band slider device in Figure 40C (the wrist band mode).

When three friends came to play a video game, the controller was cut into four pieces and worked as
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half-sized gaming devices with three touch sensors for each in Figure 40D (the cut mode). After use,

the four pieces can be joined into the original two controllers for 6 h.

4.11.2 Conformable Damage Sensor

Figure 41: Overview of the conformable damage sensor. (A, B) A layered model of 8 ⇥ 8 damage sensor pad. (C)
The soft sensor pad sticks and conforms to skin. This photo was taken without wiring to the sensor
for clarity (Figure reused from [P4]).

We prototyped a self-healing damage sensor matrix as a second skin. The layered model of the damage

sensor is shown in Figure 41A,B. The first (substrate) layer was made by PBS-polyester fabric which

can stick to human skin (Figure 41C), In the second and the fourth layer, MWCNTs-PBS cut sensors

were distributed in series, composing an 8 ⇥ 8 cut sensor matrix. The third PBS layer was added for

insulation between two conductive layers.

Figure 42A shows a demonstration of how it works. First, when we made a single cut at one node of

the matrix, the red dot showed up on the screen and visualized the damaged point. Next, we made

another cut on the damage sensor matrix, and then the red circle on the screen got bigger, showing

the region of two cuts. We again cut the third node, and the circle got bigger again. Figure 42B shows

almost the same situation, but in this case, three cuts are on the same line. Then the screen showed a

more precise position of damages. We note that the damages in Figure 42A were expressed as a big

circle, not multiple points, because we suffered from a “ghosting effect” of the sensor matrix, which

will be discussed later.
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Figure 42: Demonstration of the damage sensor matrix on the table. (A) Three diagonal cuts induced a damaged
area bigger in sequence. (B) Three linear cuts made the red line on the screen longer, implying the cut
gets longer (Figure reused from [P4].

4.11.3 Reconfigurable Pneumatic Soft Actuator

Conventional pneumatic soft actuators were subject to the small damage; we propose a cuttable and

thereby reconfigurable version of such actuators with PBS. Figure 43 shows the layered model and the

photo of the proposed pneumatic actuator. The top and the bottom parts of the pneumatic channel

were made from two different silicone Ecoflex 00-30 and Dragon Skin 00-30 (Smooth-On) with different

stiffness, which led to anisotropic bending motion when we supply air. We coated each node of the

actuator with PBS, which keeps the pneumatic channel airtight ever after cut and joined.

Originally, the actuator bent into a “C” curve (Figure 44A). After cutting one node of the actuator and

attaching the cut piece upside down, however, the actuator formed an “S” curve (Figure 44B). When

we shortened the length of the actuator and attached the end piece back, a shorter version of the “C”

curve still worked in the same way as the longer one (Figure 44C).
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Figure 43: Overview of the reconfigurable soft actuator. (A) A layered model of the reconfigurable soft actuator.
(B) PBS wraps around and covers each node (Figure reused from [P4]).

Figure 44: The photos of different configurations and functions of the actuator.

4.11.4 Healing Heart

We mimicked the heart- warming/breaking moment with our self-healing materials. Figure 45 shows

the layered model of the self-healing heart and its assembling procedure. We embedded LED compo-

nents and MWCNTs-PBS cut sensor inside. When the cut sensor detects the mechanical and electrical

connection, LEDs are lit up as feedback. The actual workflow is shown in Figure 46. First, two users

joined the heart, and the LEDs reacted to the physical and mental connection (Figure 46A,B). Over time,

the gap between the two pieces gradually got vague and disappeared in 6 h (Figure 46C). Finally, the

shape of the heart became continuous in Figure 46D.
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Figure 45: Overview of the healing heart. (A) A layered model of the healing heart. (B) Assembly process of the
heart (Figure reused from [P4]).

4.11.5 Fusing Modular Rose Puzzle

We utilized the fusing property of different modules, and made a puzzle with a rose shape. As shown

in Figure 47A, it is basically composed of PBS pieces with different colors, but only the outer pieces are

made of Ecoflex mixed with thermochromic ink, MWCNTs-PBS conductor, and PDMS. This outer layer

works both as (1) a mechanical constraint that prohibits the inner PBS pieces from flowing out and (2)

an electrical heater with logic. When users finished the assembly shown in Figure 47B-F, MWCNTs-

PBS in the outer pieces were electrically connected and heated up by Joule heat, which turned the black

color of the thermochromic layer into pink (Figure 48A,B). Moreover, as time passed, each piece fused

into one smooth and continuous structure as shown in Figure 48C,D.
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Figure 46: Working process of the healing heart. (A,B) The device can sense when the two halves are joined. (C,D)
The heart can stick together after a few seconds and self-heals completely in 6 h (Figure reused from
[P4]).

Figure 47: Overview of the fusing rose puzzle. (A) A layered model of the fusing rose puzzle. (B-F) The assembly
process (Figure reused from [P4]).
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Figure 48: Working process of the fusing rose puzzle. (A,B) Right after joined, the thermochromic layer in the
outer pieces was activated by the MWCNTs-PBS heater below. (C,D) In 6 h, the puzzle fused into a
unibody (Figure reused from [P4]).
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4.12 material safety in preparation and use

We put this discussion section in order to inform of appropriate knowledge on the danger our materials

potentially have. In summary, the use of Self-healing UI is skin-compatible at room temperature, and

users can handle and cut it with bare hands as demonstrated below. However, the preparation process

clearly involves manipulation of dangerous substances and this should be done by those who took the

proper training under a suitable environment.

4.12.1 Safety of MWCNTs

The main safety concern for MWCNTs use is inhalation, which may bring them in contact with the

cardiovascular system; a prior study suggests the maximum exposure of Baytubes MWCNTs, which

we used in our study, to be ⇠ 0.05 mg/m3 inside the lungs [66].

However, we observed that the MWCNTs powder used in our fabrication process forms small bundles

of diameter ⇠ 1 mm and thus are too heavy to become airborne. In addition, the strong interactions

between MWCNTs and encapsulating PBS polymer matrix [16, 61] further prevent MWCNT bundles

from releasing into the air even during cutting or tearing (see Figure S1 (e) in [61]). Thus our UIs do

not expose the underlying cells to MWCNTs through skin contact. MWCNTs have already been used

in consumer products including car tires, ship hulls, and water filters, showing that MWCNTs can be

safely handled [18].

4.12.2 Safety of PBS

We also used PBS, which is made by reacting PDMS with boric acid. PDMS is used in biomedical

applications due to its bio-inertness [5, 51]. Boric acid is used in contact cleaning solutions, displaying

low cytotoxicity [38]. PBS has even been used as a toy called Silly Putty [44].

4.12.3 Extreme Heat Applied to MWCNTs-PBS

Although MWCNTs-PBS after preparation is safe for use, we should avoid applying heat over a few

hundred degrees Celsius to it. The extreme heat could not only ruin the self-healing property of PBS

but also burn the PBS shell, making MWCNTs exposed to the air; this is the reason why we used the

automated cutting process with a drag knife, not laser cutting in which laser irradiation can cause

overheating.
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4.13 limitations and future work

4.13.1 Ease of Fabrication

As explained above, our current fabrication method is based on molding, automated cutting, and stack-

ing layers, which is time-consuming and restricted in terms of its design freedom, while laser cutting

should be avoided. As an alternative way of fabrication, we expect a 3D printing process of PBS and

MWCNTs-PBS can potentially replace the whole procedure as one of the future works.

4.13.2 Different Material Choices for Specific Use

While MWCNTs-PBS is easy to handle due to its elastic nature, PBS tends to be troublesome when we

try to make a thin film (approx. < 1 mm) with our current molding process. When we apply force to

the thin PBS sheet to peel it off, the sheet can easily deform and sometimes result in fractured shape.

Adding an appropriate amount of insulative particles into PBS and forming an insulative composite of

PBS could help us enlarge the design freedom as well as make the process easier. The other option is to

use a stiff self-healing material. Recently, intrinsic, autonomous, and mechanically robust self-healing

material was reported [93], which can be useful if we do not need the soft property of self-healing

materials.

Also, our current method of pressure sensing has room for improvement. Due to the aspect ratio of

MWCNTs particles, the resistance change responding to the pressure deformation is not significant,

which causes a low S/N ratio. It may be effective to replace the conductive material into graphite micro

sheet that has more surface area than MWCNTs and will react more drastically to the deformation [7].

4.13.3 Electrical Disconnection due to Creeping of PBS

As shown in Figure 31, PBS starts to creep and flow out if there is no constraint. In the prototype of the

self-healing controller, we observed that wiring was pulled off by surrounding PBS and disconnected

from the MWCNTs-PBS sensors. In order to prevent this issue, we need to either (1) anchor the wire

to non-flowing material such as Ecoflex and MWCNTs-PBS or (2) constrain the PBS structure with the

surrounding structure.

4.13.4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed Self-healing UI, a soft-bodied interface that can intrinsically self-heal its

mechanical and electrical damages without external stimuli or glue. We proposed and implemented the

hybrid devices of PBS, MWCNTs-PBS, and other components fabricated by the layer-by-layer structure.
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We also demonstrated the unique design space of self-healing materials through five applications. We

strongly believe our Self-healing UI will enrich the field of HCI, as a new embodiment of material-

driven shape-changing interfaces.
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5.1 summary

In this thesis, I proposed the vision of human-material interaction (Figure 10) in which the material

directly interacts with humans, mediated via mechanical, electrical, chemical and rheological properties

of the materials, instead of human-computer interaction in which humans and computers interact

with each other via several types of user interfaces. Because the material composing daily objects and

environments around us can directly work as interaction, human-material interaction corresponds with

the idea of ubiquitous computing in which the computer interfaces are weaved into objects and becomes

indistinguishable.

As the embodiments of such human-material interaction, I focused on leveraging multiple phases of

materials as a new space for interaction design, and proposed two interfaces, (1) phase-switching inter-

faces and (2) phase-transcendent interfaces through the implementation of Liquid Pouch Motors and

Self-healing UI, respectively. These two types of interfaces dealt with and made use of solid, solid-

liquid, liquid, and gas phases of the materials. We also demonstrated applications coordinating with

our daily objects and environments of paper, architecture, clothe, and shape-changing devices that

human-material interaction is suitable for.

Figure 49 and Figure 50 revisit the summarized contribution of this thesis, human-material interaction

and phase-changing interfaces.

Here are the research questions I raised in the first section 1.1 and the summarized answers to them:

1. What is human-material interaction (HMI)? What is the relationship between HCI and HMI? How

can we leverage human-material interaction?

– Based on the recent trend of more physical interfaces prevailing, I defined human-material

interaction as the interaction between humans and objects mediated by the physical proper-

ties of materials that compose the objects. The interface function is encoded in the material

properties by means of computational fabrication and/or functional materials in a tunable

way (Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2).
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Figure 49: Human-material interaction (reprint of Figure 10). The material properties work as an input/output
function between humans and the materials, both of which are in the physical world. In this relation-
ship, the materials and their properties are strongly connected with each other. We can customize the
function of materials’ intrinsic properties by computational fabrication and/or functional materials.

Figure 50: Summary of contribution in this thesis (reprint of Figure 7). Two types of interfaces were proposed
that range from solid, solid-liquid, liquid, and gas all of which are the material phases we usually
observe in our lives: (1) Phase-changing interfaces that switch the phases on demand, through the
project Liquid Pouch Motors and (2) Phase-covering interfaces that work as if they are in multiple
phases at the same time, through the project Self-healing UI.
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– I introduced several recent example projects that can be categorized into human-material

interaction, and sorted them out depending on the tunable physical properties they allow

for (Section 2.1.3 and Section 2.1.4).

– By comparing human-material interaction with existing human-computing interaction, I clar-

ified that human-material interaction has a unique niche in interaction with daily objects and

environments (Section 2.1.5).

2. As one embodiment of HMI, what are phase-changing interfaces? How can we fabricate and

make use of phase-changing interfaces?

– I proposed two mechanisms of phase-changing interfaces: (1) phase-switching interfaces that

can toggle between two (or potentially more) phases and leveraged benefits of each phases;

(2) phase-transcendent interfaces that work as if they are in the multiple phases at the same

time (e.g., basically solid, but as flexible as elastomer and as healable as liquid at the interface

of damage).

– Fabrication of Liquid Pouch Motors: liquid injection into the pouch has already been done by

many manufacturers (just like filling soy sauce into the plastic pouch), leading to easy and

scalable fabrication. On the other hand, the amount of liquid inside the pouch is extremely

small thanks to the large volume expansion ratio of phase change, leading to affordable

fabrication.

– Fabrication of Self-healing UI: the molding and stacking processes are suitable for self-

healing materials that are intrinsically hard to keep their shape through additive manufactur-

ing like 3D printing. On the other hand, the self-healability of the materials allows stacking

fabrication to finish without any gluing process.

– Interaction of Liquid Pouch Motors: by leveraging the large volume expansion of liquid-to-

gas phase change, the actuator allows both the strong actuation and large strain like pneu-

matic actuators, while thin, flexible, and lightweight nature achieves the actuators without

tethering pumps or tubes.

– Interaction Self-healing UI: by leveraging multiple phases of self-healing materials, we can

potentially build conventionally contradicting function of, for example, keeping shape but

conform and heal.

5.2 discussion

Although I explained about the pros and the cons of human-material interaction and phase-changing

interfaces throughout this thesis, there are still two fundamental topics for discussion.
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5.2.1 Does a Foldable Chair Fall into Human-material Interaction?

In Section 2.1.1, I defined human-material interaction as the interaction between humans and objects

mediated by the physical properties of materials that compose the objects. Under this definition, one

might wonder if a foldable chair can also be categorized within human-material interaction, for instance;

it is an object and works as a mechanical structure even without connecting to the computer.

In my idea, the foldable chair does not fall into the category of human-material interaction. The reason

is that the mechanical function of the foldable chair is usually enabled by the mechanical hinge attached

to the chair, not by the raw material of the chair (e.g., wood). The benefit of human-material interaction

is that the interfaces can be indistinguishable with non-functional objects around us. In this regard, the

physical properties added by some other components are not considered the material property.

Having said so, drawing a clear border of what is HMI and what is still hard and I believe we should

leave the border vague so far. For example, Metamaterial Mechanisms [26] utilized the mechanical

metamaterial structure, but in what scale is this called a metamaterial and in what scale not? If the scale

of each meta structure is bigger enough, it should be called a collection of beams, not metamaterials.

Thus, the definition of “material” also depends on the scale factor from the viewpoint of humans. Based

on the discussion here, I conclude that “the invisibility” of entities rendering the physical components

is one of the most important factors for HMI. Vice versa, if it is literally invisible, computers can also be

defined as materials.

5.2.2 Speed of Human-material Interaction

As I mentioned in the case of liquid-to-gas phase change in Section 3.9.2, the speed of human-material

interaction can be an issue depending on the properties (c.f., PBS also needs 6 hours to fully heal). In

other examples, thermochromic and photochromic inks need long resting time to deactivate them.

In general, the digital interfaces have much more degree of freedom and reaction speed than the phys-

ical interfaces. Although I said that human-material interaction is suitable for ambient interaction, it

also means that the material interaction is limited by the slower speed of the physical world.

5.3 open questions

At the same time as the discussion above, there are four open questions that can potentially lead my

projects to the next steps.
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5.3.1 Autonomous Life-form Interfaces

As I showed in Table 2, human-material interaction has an intrinsic and thus autonomous nature; the

system does not necessarily require extrinsic instruction from the computer. Therefore, if we appro-

priately collect a series of functional materials that can act as a biological system (e.g., muscles for

actuation, nerves for communication, sensory perception for sensing, skins for a healable body, and so

on),

It would be interesting if we can achieve the objects like life-form that can eat, talk, perceive, and move

around at their discretion. If such life-form interfaces prevail around our environment, will they be just

a noisy toy or can they be calm enough to be harmonized with humans and environments?

5.3.2 Environment-material Interaction

In this thesis, I defined human-material interaction as a relationship between humans versus materials.

But as we saw in the application of Papilion (Section 3.6) and A LIVE UN LIVE (Section 3.7), the

materials can also interact with environmental stimuli.

Perhaps for the future research projects related to human-material interaction or ubiquitous computing,

it might be beneficial to assume interaction among three entities of humans, objects, and environments,

rather than the binary relationship of humans and objects.

5.3.3 Dependency of Materials and their Properties

In human-material interaction, the physical properties of the materials act as the interfaces of human-

computer interaction. But this also leads to the strong dependency between the interfaces and the object.

This situation can be problematic when there is a mismatch between the functional material used for

interaction and the material the designer actually hopes to use.

Also, even if there luckily exists some good material that meets both interaction and the designers’

needs, it is currently almost impossible for the designers to find and synthesize it. For many people

other than materials scientists more to explore HMI, we might need a kind of “material swatches for

interaction,” which is still an open question.

5.3.4 Integration of Computing

Although human-material interaction does not necessarily require computing components, it does not

mean that computing should not be integrated into it. The long history of computer science developed
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many practical benefits from the network theory, communication, machine learning for analysis, lan-

guage, or vision, and data processing. So imparting computing capability to human-material interaction

will also allow for other design freedom.

The easiest way to impart computing to material interfaces is just to embed small microcontrollers with

wireless communication, but the problem is that such electrical devices are incompatible with novel

materials. For example, microcontrollers and wiring do not self-heal. The difference in stiffness can

also cause mechanical failure. Therefore, we need to use as small computing components as possible

so far.

I am currently envisioning what if we mix the huge numbers of tiny (and almost invisible) computing

modules as a composite of the material interfaces and let them locally communicate and sense, and

looking for the way to achieve or prototype this vision in a realistic manner to go to the next step of

”intellectual materials.”

5.4 concluding remarks

When I started my undergraduate research, I did not expect I would approach my hands to soft robotics

or even to materials science and write a doctoral thesis on the topic that are little to do with “pure”

information science. But going into the bush and encountering the unknown every time I started a new

project was always very exciting to me.

When we published Self-healing UI to UIST, the committee asked us to put the safety caution in the

beginning and at the end of the video as well as the top right of the manuscript surrounded by a bold

(specifically 2 mm wide) frame, which was (as long as I know) the very first and unusual thing for UIST.

As I grew up, so the conference and committee have to change to cope with emerging technologies.

For the future, I hope to be a person to influence others by my idea, and also hope to remain a person

easily influenced by such new technologies.
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a.1 modeling time response for electric phase-change actuators

In this appendix section, I would like to detail the mathematical modeling of time response for electric

phase-change actuators, because time-dependent analysis includes relatively complicated equations;

those who are only interested in the result do not need to read this section.

According to Equation 7, known as Newton’s law of cooling, the heat conduction dQ
dt [W] is propor-

tional to the difference of temperature between adjacent substances, Tx - Tr [K], where h is a constant

called heat transfer coefficient, which depends on the combination of two substances.

-
dQ

dt
= h(Tx - Tr) (7)

We assume that the heat transfer occurs only among a heater, a pouch, and the air. Also, we regard

following parameters as constant in this analysis: heat transfer coefficients h = ↵,�,� between each

two sections (shown in Figure 51), the generated heat at the heater q [W], the temperature of the air Ta
[K], and the boiling point of liquid Tb [K].

γ (Th  -  Ta) [W]

β (Tp  -  Ta ) [W]

Ta  [K]

battery

pouch

heater

Tp [K]

Th [K]

air
α (Th  –  Tp) [W]

Figure 51: The heat conduction model of an electric phase-change actuator (Figure reused from [P3]).

Let the amount of extra thermal energy of a heater and a pouch be Qh, Qp [J] respectively. Also, let

each temperature of a heater, a pouch, and the air, be Th, Tp, Ta [K] respectively.

Then, these two equations are derived at the places of a heater and a pouch.

dQh

dt
= q-↵(Th - Tp)- �(Th - Ta) (8)

dQp

dt
= ↵(Th - Tp)-�(Tp - Ta) (9)
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Next, we evaluate Th and Tp. As for the heater, Th is proportional to Qh. As for the pouch, however,

Tp is not always proportional to Qp, since evaporation heat of organic solvent Qv is lost when liquid

changes into gas. Thus, letting specific heat capacities of the heater and the pouch be Ch and Cp

respectively, Th and Tp can be expressed as

Th = Ta +
Qh

Ch
(10)

Tp =

8
>>><

>>>:

Ta +
Qp

Cp
(Qp < a) (i)

Tb (a < Qp < b) (ii)

Ta +
Qp-Qv

Cp
(b < Qp) (iii)

a = Cp(Tb - Ta)

b = Cp(Tb - Ta) +Qv (11)

We note that Equation 11 corresponds to three states of (i) before, (ii) during, and (iii) after evaporation.

Therefore, we obtain the differential equation of each state from Equation 8, 9, 10, 11).

(i) Before evaporation starts, or (iii) after evaporation completes, Th and Tp change as follows.

dTh
dt

=
1

Ch

dQh

dt
=

1

Ch
{q-↵(Th - Tp)- �(Th - Ta)} (12)

dTp
dt

=
1

Cp

dQp

dt
=

1

Cp
{↵(Th - Tp)-�(Tp - Ta)} (13)

Equation 12 and Equation 13 can numerically be solved, once the parameters (q, Ch, Cp, ↵, �, �) are

given by experimental results,

(ii) During evaporation, on the other hand, Tp stays constant at Tb. Thus the time response of temper-

ature at the heater Th can analytically be calculated as follows, where k is a constant decided by the

boundary condition of Th. If k is negative, Th becomes monotonically decreasing function, so evapora-

tion never occurs.

dTh
dt

= -
↵+ �

Ch
Th +

q+↵Tb + �Ta
Ch

Th(t) = -ke
-↵+�

Ch
t
+

q+↵Tb + �Ta
↵+ �

(14)

k =
q- �(Tb - Ta)

↵+ �
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From Equation 14, we can also calculate the value of Qp during evaporation. From Equation 9 and

Equation 14, the temporal change of Qp can be expressed as follows, where a1 and a2 are constants

which can be determined by Equation 15.

dQp

dt
= ↵Th(t)- (↵+�)Tb +�Ta (15)

= -c1e
-↵+�

Ch
t
+ c2 (16)

c1 = k↵

c2 =
↵

↵+ �
q-

↵�+��+ �↵

↵+ �
(Tb - Ta)

Equation 16 indicates that if a2 < 0, namely if q < ↵�+��+�↵
↵ (Tb - Ta), the change in Qp becomes

negative and actuation never occurs.

Next, we induce the time response of the amount of evaporating solvent and the moment below. Equa-

tion 16 is reduced to be Equation 17, in which the value of Qp at the time when the solvent starts to

evaporate, Qini, is introduced.

Qp(t) = c2t+
c1Ch

↵+ �
e
-↵+�

Ch
t
-

c1Ch

↵+ �
+Qini (17)

Letting all the amount of substance of the solvent be N [mol], we can obtain the amount of substance

of evaporating solvent n(t) [mol], since it is proportional to the Qp during evaporation.

n(t) =
Qp(t)-Qini

Qv
N (18)

=
N

Qv

✓
a2t+

c1Ch

↵+ �
e
-↵+�

Ch
t
-

c1Ch

↵+ �

◆
(19)

Substituting n(t) in Equation 19 and Tp = Tb in Equation 11 into n in Equation 4, we can obtain time

response of the moment (ii) during evaporation.

M(✓, t) = RTbn(t)
cos ✓(sin ✓- ✓ cos ✓)
✓(✓- cos ✓ sin ✓)

(20)

=
NRTb
Qv

F(✓)G(t) (21)

where

F(✓) =
cos ✓(sin ✓- ✓ cos ✓)
✓(✓- cos ✓ sin ✓)

G(t) = c2t+
c1Ch

↵+ �
e
-↵+�

Ch
t
-

c1Ch

↵+ �
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